Poultry
GD has performed several applied research
projects for the Dutch Poultry Board and other
customers. Research which contributes to a
healthy and sustainable sector. For instance,
GD recently carried out a study into the effectiveness of IBV spray vaccinations and into the
use of herbal extracts as an alternative to antibiotics. Prime examples of GD’s operations in
the Netherlands. You can also engage us to set
up and carry out tailor-made projects and studies on your behalf, either at home or abroad.

GD studies the efficacy of live IBV vaccination

GD - Animal Health Service Deventer

Ventilation and lighting
affect vaccination
Sjaak de Wit

The Dutch poultry sector invests a great deal of effort and capital into IBV vaccinations. These vaccines have proven to offer
adequate protection under experimental, hygienic and small-scale conditions. However, field conditions are often quite
different. GD Animal Health Service has been studying which factors affect vaccinations.
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Practice

IB D388 most common;

IB D1466 increasing among layers
In December 2003, GD Animal Health Service
discovered the now very common IB D388
strain in the south of the Netherlands. This
Dutch variant was the first of its kind to be
detected in Europe, and remains the most diagnosed type.
In the period 2008–2009, 67% of the 155 diagnosable
viruses recognized at GD belonged to serotype D388
(genotype QX). Most IBV viruses detected by GD –
134 of the 155 – are indicated in broilers (the PCR-IB
is less often positive for layers). In 2009, we have
witnessed a notable increase in the number of
IB-D1466 infected layer flocks; of the 14 diagnosable
IBV strains in layers, 50% are D1466.

Various studies of IBV-vaccinated chickens that were infected with
the field virus have shown that frequently a very significant
percentage of inoculations (partially) failed, despite the vaccinations having been administered correctly. It is often unclear why it
works better in one house than in another.
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Field trials
The variable results of field vaccinations triggered field trials. This
study followed as much as possible IBV spray vaccinations
administered at two weeks of age. Information was compiled on
the conditions during inoculation and the effect of the vaccine
was measured using an IgM IBV ELISA blood test. Since the most
animals by far were vaccinated using the spray method, the study
concentrated on this approach.

Results
Chickens vaccinated while the lights were on demonstrated an
average of 41% more positive samples in the blood test. This
means they were better protected than chickens vaccinated
while the lights were off. Chickens are often vaccinated with
the lights off in order to prevent them moving around too
much. This practice would appear to be rather self-defeating.
The reason for this could be that chickens keep their eyes
closed in the dark, while IBV vaccines work best when applied
directly to the eyes.
Chickens inoculated with the spray while the ventilation system
was switched off provided an average of 15% more positive
samples in the IgM ELISA. However, vaccinations are often
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administered with the ventilation on to prevent house temperatures from rising too far, or due to concerns that the ventilation
would be left off after vaccination. This study demonstrates that
temporarily switching the ventilation off promotes better uptake
of the vaccine.

Conclusions
This field trial provides important indications that could be used
to improve the efficacy of living IBV vaccinations. However, it is
not possible to draw any conclusions about administering
vaccinations via drinking water, as almost no one used this
method of application in this field trial. For this reason we are
continuing this study to obtain further information on the
vaccination techniques used in daily practice. This expertise can
be used to further improve the performance of these vaccinations.

Conclusion
IBV serotype D388 is the most indicated type; the
number of submissions of layers with this infection is
still rising. IB-D1466 appears to be increasing in the
layer sector.

Herbs as alternative
to antibiotics?

New IBV strain
GD Animal Health Service recently discovered
a new strain of IBV. This strain is very similar
to a rare strain from North America. It was
discovered at a poultry farm that had submitted layers because of lower production,
reduced feed intake and enlarged heads.

GD always keeps a close eye on IBV. The virus appears
in many different forms and can mutate rapidly. New
strains usually vanish just as quickly, but sometimes a
strain will manage to get established. GD therefore
aims to detect and study any new IBV strains as
swiftly as possible. This research may result in
vaccination schedules or new vaccines. This enables
us to limit or even prevent any losses a new strain
might cause.
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GD Diagnostics

The use of antibiotics has become an ever bigger issue in recent years. Not only are antibiotic residues being more closely monitored in animal products, but there is also growing concern about increasing levels of resistance. Growing resistance is especially dangerous for bacteria that can be transferred from animals to humans. Time to look for alternatives.

Producing diagnostic products is an important part of GD’s daily work. The GD laboratory produces large numbers of
antisera, antigens and reference sera. They can be used for checking routine tests in veterinary laboratories all over the
world.

Every laboratory can perform tests. A good laboratory, however, wants to know whether its tests
are performed right. This is where the reference sera come in. GD makes reference sera for its own
internal controls, but also for other veterinary laboratories, veterinary institutes, universities and
veterinary practices. The reference sera can be used for various testing methods, namely for ELISA
HI, AGP, GDT and VNT. The reference sera are freeze-dried and therefore they have a guaranteed
long-term stability. Freeze-drying also makes it easier to transport.

Greater resistance?

An example

The Dutch government recently commissioned a consortium to
instigate research into herbal and plant extracts. The study is
investigating whether these extracts provide a good alternative
to current antibiotic and anticoccidial usage. The project is
called Modiphy and is focusing on phytochemicals. Phytochemicals are active substances from plants. This study will consider
whether these substances could serve as alternatives to
antibiotics and anticoccidials for two common poultry diseases:
colibacillosis and coccidiosis.

The study of phytochemicals involves a general examination of six
plant-based products. If one or more of these products proves
efficacious, then further research will be carried out into how the
product works. Experimental animals will be infected with
Escherichia coli bacteria or coccidiosis and subjected to various
herbal treatments. These treatments will be compared to ‘classic’
treatments, such as those using antibiotics or anticoccidials. We
will of course provide you with further information once more is
known about the outcome of this study.

Good examples of the multi-use products we make are the ‘Chicken negative’ (VLDIA030) and
‘Chicken positive’ (VLDIA111) reference sera. The chicken negative control serum can be used as a
negative control in most poultry assays. The chicken positive serum can be used as an in-house
control in various antibody ELISA assays.

If you want to know more about what GD can do for you, please contact one of our staff members, responsible
for international sales.
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Monospecific antisera and antigens
Besides reference sera, GD also produces monospecific antisera and antigens. All monospecific
polyclonal antisera for poultry serology are prepared in Specified Pathogen-Free (SPF) birds housed
at GD’s own facilities. The diagnostic antigens are produced in SPF birds, SPF embryonated eggs or
in tissue culture. The SPF eggs of the GD laboratory are, on request, also sold to other laboratories
for research purposes. Since June 2009, GD also houses SPF pigs in her SPF facility. These pigs are
used for producing porcine diagnostics. Sera for cattle and small ruminants are produced from
samples GD retrieves from the field.
Do you want to know more about the GD Diagnostics? Check our website www.gddeventer.com,
send an email or call us on +31 (0)570 633 391.
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Keeping clients happy requires a
proactive attitude. GD Animal Health
Service knows this as well as anyone,
which is why we are constantly striving for
improvement.
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TOPIGS Health Lift:
promising
first results

A wider range of PCR tests and quicker run times
have been made possible by a new cooperation
with the Van Haeringen laboratory in Wageningen,
in the Netherlands. The Van Haeringen laboratory is
well known on the Dutch market with its use of the
latest DNA technology.

Investing in research
Antibiotics use is not without risk for food safety
and resistance. GD is therefore carrying out research
into alternatives to antibiotics use in poultry.
This study is testing whether herbal extracts can
help fight infection. We have also done research in
field trials for spray vaccinations. This has generated valuable information on IBV vaccinations for
poultry farmers.
The management team is also on the march: as of
1 November this year, we will have a new CEO –
Dr. Ruurd Stolp, DVM, PhD. Ruurd Stolp was
formerly President of Intervet Schering Plough.
As of 1 December, I will be leaving for another
challenge outside GD. So this will be my first and
last column in the GD Update. Ruurd Stolp will
introduce himself in the next edition.
Henk van der Zwaag, interim Executive Director

